
In a tight funding environment, institutions 
must find creative ways to improve postdoc 
benefits and foster a thriving scientific 
atmosphere.  By Jonathan Scheff

Ω

ostdoctoral fellows used to be called “the lost tribe of 
science,” says Graham Dockray, a physiologist at the 
University of Liverpool. “They were often neglected and 
not always appreciated. That’s changing.” Since 2004, 
the university’s Rising Stars Scheme has recognized par-
ticularly promising young researchers with guaranteed 
academic positions when their postdocs are finished.c
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That’s just one example of how institu-
tions that rank at the top of The Scientist’s 
sixth annual survey – Best Places to Work: 
Postdocs – have improved the postdoc 
experience. Liverpool, for example, ranked 
second. The University of Alberta, ranking 

seventh among international 
institutions, formed a university-
sanctioned postdoc association 
in 2007. Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institute, ranked 12th in 
the United States, recently added 
dental insurance for its postdocs, 
in response to their request. 

The Whitehead Institute, 
placing 14th this year, announced in 
January that it is giving first-year post-
docs a $9,000 raise and will contribute as 

much as 8% of their salary to a retirement 
account. “We view postdocs as colleagues 
in training,” says David Page, director of 
Whitehead. They “are the single largest 
group of scientists at the Whitehead Insti-
tute. To a very large degree, the science 
that the Whitehead Institute does is the 
science that the postdocs do.”

Strong Programming Wins

“The funding climate is just getting tighter 
and tighter,” says Michael Berumen, a 
postdoc at Woods Hole. “Some funding 
areas are funding less than 10% of pro-
posals.” With tighter funding, institutions 
need to find creative ways to provide the 
facilities, training, and benefits that post-
docs say are most important. 

Most of the institutions in this year’s 
top 15 US list are private or government 
institutions that do not depend mainly on 
government grants. Rick Willis at second-
ranked National Jewish Medical and 
Research Center, for example, works in a lab 

a scientist at the samuel Roberts Noble Foundation working 
on the legume genomics project.

Only 36%  
of postdocs were 
born in the country 
where they are  
doing their postdoc
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top 35 us institutions
Rank in
2008

Rank in
2007 Institution Type strengths Weaknesses

1 2
The J. David gladstone Institutes
san francisco, ca Private facilities &  

infrastructure
networking  

opportunities Benefits remuneration & 
compensation

2 6
National Jewish Medical and Research center
denver, co Private networking  

opportunities
training &  
Mentoring

career development 
opportunities

remuneration & 
compensation

3 -
sandia National laboratories
albuquerque, nM Government family &  

Personal life
remuneration & 
compensation

career development 
opportunities equity

4 10
Fred hutchinson cancer Research center
seattle, wa Private career development 

opportunities funding remuneration & 
compensation

family &  
Personal life

5 1
M.D. anderson cancer center
Houston, tX academic career development 

opportunities
training &  
Mentoring equity remuneration & 

compensation

6 4
genentech
south san francisco, ca industry facilities &  

infrastructure
networking  

opportunities
family &  

Personal life
remuneration & 
compensation

7 -
Fox chase cancer center
Philadelphia, Pa Private Quality of  

communication
training &  
Mentoring

facilities &  
infrastructure

remuneration & 
compensation

8 -
The samuel Roberts Noble Foundation
ardmore, ok Private networking  

opportunities
Quality of  

communication Benefits Value of the Postdoc 
experience

9 -
The Jackson laboratory
Bar Harbor, Me Private funding training &  

Mentoring Benefits networking  
opportunities

10 -
sandia National laboratories
livermore, ca Government remuneration & 

compensation Benefits training &  
Mentoring

career development 
opportunities

11 3
Us Environmental Protection agency
research triangle Park, nc Government remuneration & 

compensation
family &  

Personal life funding facilities &  
infrastructure

12 38
Woods hole Oceanographic Institution
woods Hole, Ma Private career development 

opportunities
Value of the Postdoc 

experience Benefits facilities &  
infrastructure

13 -
Institute for systems Biology
seattle, wa Private family &  

Personal life Benefits facilities &  
infrastructure

career development 
opportunities

14 -
Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research
cambridge, Ma Private Value of the Postdoc 

experience funding Benefits remuneration & 
compensation

15 -
Novartis Institutes for Biomedical Research
cambridge, Ma industry equity Benefits Value of the Postdoc 

experience
family &  

Personal life

16 7
National Institute of Environmental health sciences
research triangle Park, nc Government career development 

opportunities
facilities &  

infrastructure Benefits family &  
Personal life

17 8
Emory University
atlanta, Ga academic career development 

opportunities
training &  
Mentoring equity remuneration & 

compensation

18 14
Mayo clinic
rochester, Mn Private Value of the Postdoc 

experience Benefits family &  
Personal life Benefits

19 22
Rocky Mountain laboratories (NIaID/NIh)
Hamilton, Mt Government facilities &  

infrastructure
remuneration & 
compensation Benefits career development 

opportunities

20 -
argonne National laboratory
argonne, il Government networking  

opportunities
remuneration & 
compensation

facilities &  
infrastructure Benefits

21 -
Kansas University Medical center
kansas city academic family &  

Personal life Benefits Value of the Postdoc 
experience

facilities &  
infrastructure

22 -
University of Kentucky
lexington academic family &  

Personal life
training &  
Mentoring

career development 
opportunities

Value of the Postdoc 
experience

23 43
University of Michigan
ann arbor academic training &  

Mentoring
facilities &  

infrastructure
family &  

Personal life Benefits

24 -
lawrence livermore National laboratory
livermore, ca Government Benefits remuneration & 

compensation
facilities &  

infrastructure funding

25 29
Washington University
st. louis, Mo academic Value of the Postdoc 

experience
training &  
Mentoring Benefits funding

26 -
Indiana University-Purdue University
indianapolis, in academic Benefits family &  

Personal life
career development 

opportunities
Value of the Postdoc 

experience

27 45
cleveland clinic Foundation
cleveland, oH academic facilities &  

infrastructure equity networking  
opportunities

career development 
opportunities

28 59
Duke University
durham, nc academic career development 

opportunities
family &  

Personal life
remuneration & 
compensation funding

29 54
National Institutes of health
Bethesda, Md Government facilities &  

infrastructure equity Benefits family &  
Personal life

30 20
University of Texas southwestern Medical center
dallas academic networking  

opportunities
Quality of  

communication equity remuneration & 
compensation

31 34
University of california
san francisco academic Value of the Postdoc 

experience
career development 

opportunities
remuneration & 
compensation Benefits

32 19
Vanderbilt University
nashville, tn academic career development 

opportunities
facilities &  

infrastructure
networking  

opportunities
family &  

Personal life

33 13
National cancer Institute
Bethesda/frederick, Md Government career development 

opportunities
facilities &  

infrastructure Benefits equity

34 23
University of alabama at Birmingham
Birmingham academic career development 

opportunities
networking  

opportunities Benefits family &  
Personal life

35 25
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pa academic career development 

opportunities
Quality of  

communication equity Value of the Postdoc 
experience
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that the Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
funds. “So money is not a huge worry,” he 
says. Li Tian, a postdoc in the plant biology 
division of the eighth-ranked Noble Foun-
dation, receives internal funding, as does 
55% of her division. “We don’t have to be 

so stressed out about grants,” she 
says. Government agencies work 
from a research budget, rather 
than individual grants. “We don’t 
need to worry year to year whether 
we’re going to get funding,” says 
William Mundy, a neurotoxicolo-
gist with the 11th-ranking Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency in 

Research Triangle Park, NC.
Although the budget crunch might not 

always directly affect postdocs, the overall 
environment affects how they view their 
future prospects, says David Evans, a 
microbiologist at Alberta. “When they see 
really good faculty not getting grants and 
working really long hours and desperately 
worrying about their careers, that does 
bad things for the environment,” says 
Evans. He emphasizes the importance of 
maintaining morale for postdocs. “Obvi-
ously you don’t want to lie to people, but 
you want to present a balance.”

Evans tries to create that balance by 
exposing postdocs to career opportunities 
that are outside the traditional academic 
track. This year 19% of our survey’s respon-
dents said they expect to be working in 
industry two years from now, up from 15.5% 
in 2007. Most of the top institutions in the 
survey now offer a seminar series or similar 
programs to introduce their postdocs to 
professionals from academia, government, 
industry, law, education, or journalism.

A Nurturing Culture 

Discussion of compensation, benefits, and 
future prospects have become common-
place in the current climate. As postdocs 
spend longer time in training positions, 
their priorities have started to change. For 
the second consecutive year, respondents 
ranked questions of “Family and Personal 
Life” as more important than “Training and 
Mentoring” and “Networking Opportuni-
ties.” Nonetheless, postdocs still value insti-
tutions that offer environments where they 

Always evolving at 

the Hutch
tHinGs HaVe cHanGed a lot at tHe fred HutcHinson cancer researcH 
center in seattle since staff scientist karen Peterson joined as a postdoc in 1995. Most 
notably, her current position as advisor to the student-Postdoc advisory committee 
(sPac), a group that focuses on career development, didn’t even exist. Postdocs at “the 
Hutch,” as it’s often referred to, appear happy with the changes. they’ve ranked the institu-
tion as the fourth best in the united states, up from tenth place last year.

it isn’t news for the Hutch, which has placed in The Scientist’s top 15 us list for the 
past five years. sPac is one of the reasons it gets such rave reviews, says kristin camp-
bell, a postdoc in cancer prevention. “they have really good programming,” that includes 
seminars on winning jobs in academia and beyond. “i know what these postdocs are going 
through, especially if they’re not on a traditional career path,” says Peterson. she brings in 
speakers on policy or tech transfer to showcase their fields. in addition to providing help 
with career planning, sPac has also won childcare subsidies for its postdocs.

cutting-edge science and world-renowned investigators – including three nobel laure-
ates – also add to the Hutch’s appeal. in 2006 the center received $40 million from the Bill 
and Melinda Gates foundation to boost its vaccine research program, and last year opened 
a Vaccine and infectious disease institute to tackle HiV, cancer and malaria. Peterson says 
the center’s location in seattle, with a state-of-the-art campus that was built just 14 years 
ago, also helps. “it feels good to come here and work everyday.”  —Kerry grens c
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Top US Institutions
Rank Institution No. of

Postdocs salary Postdoc Resources health/Retirement Benefits*

1 The J. David gladstone Institutes, san Francisco, ca 84 $42,400-56,800 Postdoc advisor Health

2 National Jewish Medical and Research center, Denver, cO 87 $36,096-51,036 none Health, retirement

3 sandia National laboratories, albuquerque, NM 76 $77,800 Postdoc professional development program Health, retirement

4 Fred hutchinson cancer Research center, seattle, Wa 230 $36,996-51,036 student-postdoc advisory committee dependent on funding source

5 M.D. anderson cancer center, houston TX 474 $36,996-54,058 Postdoc association, advisory committee Health, retirement

6 genentech, south san Francisco, ca 120 $49,000-52,000 Postdoc program director Health, retirement

7 Fox chase cancer center, Philadelphia, Pa 90 $36,996-51,036 Postdoc association, office of research  
education Health

8 The samuel Roberts Noble Foundation, ardmore, OK 57 $41,200-61,800 Postdoc representative Health

9 The Jackson laboratory, Bar harbor, ME 51 $36,996-51,036 Postdoc representative Health

10 sandia National laboratories, livermore, ca 48 $77,800 (min) Postdoc professional development program Health, retirement

11 Us Environmental Protection agency, Research Triangle Park, Nc 36 $64,265 none Health, retirement

12 Woods hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods hole, Ma 19 $52,564 Postdoc association, postdoctoral coordinator Health

13 Institute for systems Biology, seattle, Wa 28 $36,996-51,036 employee advisory committee Health, retirement

14 Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research, cambridge, Ma 120 $47,000-50,000 Postdoc association Health, retirement

15 Novartis Institutes for Biomedical Research, cambridge, Ma 37
declined to provide

information Postdoc program office Health, retirement

* Retirement here denotes a plan with a match from the employer

Top International Institutions
Rank Institution No. of

Postdocs salary Postdoc Resources health/Retirement Benefits

1 University of cambridge, UK 900 £25,134-32,796 Postdoc association national and subsidized health,
final salary pension scheme

2 University of liverpool, UK 205 £29,138-46,532 researcher forum national health, private pension

3 University of Nottingham, UK 44 £25,134-35,837 Head of school or school welfare officer national health

4 Edinburgh University, UK 900 £27,000-45,000 none national health, private pension

5 Dalhousie University, halifax, canada 75 $28,000-60,000 cad associate dean of graduate studies dependent on funding source

6 Novartis Institutes for Biomedical Research, Basel, switzerland 33
declined to provide 

information Postdoc program office national health and pension

7 University of alberta, Edmonton, canada 134 $36,750-55,000 cad Postdoc association, postdoc fellows office Health

8 University of British columbia, Vancouver, canada 350 $38,000 cad Postdoc association dependent on funding source

9 Netherlands cancer Institute, amsterdam 99 ¤ 34,000 Postdoc career development initiative national health and pension

10 University of Toronto, canada 1,221 $38,000 cad Postdoc adminstrative officer Health

Overall, how do you rate 
your current postdoc position?

What type of position do you expect to be in 
two years from now?
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can work on their projects efficiently and 
receive expert guidance. “I think the culture 
of an institution really does matter,” says 
Page. “Most biomedical and research insti-
tutions in recent decades have been trying 
to grow as fast as possible with almost no 

heed to the culture.”
Some institutions have coun-

tered this trend by intentionally 
limiting their size. Jackson Labo-
ratories eliminated departments 
from its internal organization 
to promote interactivity, but the 
change also limits how much the 
institution can grow, says director 

Richard Woychik. The lack of departmen-
tal silos is important for postdoc develop-
ment, he says. Those divisions “create a 
tension that must reflect on the training 
experience.” Although the Jackson Labs 
has only 51 postdocs, “our scientists don’t 
have to set up their own microarray facili-
ties,” Woychik says. “They don’t have to 
prepare their own blastocysts for knockout 
mice.” All facilities, from FACS sorting to 
targeted mutagenesis to SNP genotyping, 
are already in place for postdocs to use. “It 
allows them to get things done,” he says.

Smaller institutions need to ensure 
that they provide the resources of larger 
ones, either directly or through collabora-
tion. This year’s respondents say that the 
most important factor in determining the 
best place to work was the quality of facili-
ties and infrastructure. 

The best institutions vary in their 
culture, benefits, and funding, but they all 
give postdocs first-rate professional devel-
opment. As postdocs continue to organize, 
they will continue to earn more consistent 
benefits from their employers. Says Evans: 
“I think the image of this poor, hairy 
postdoc who’s going to work like a dog for 
18 hours a day is no longer viable.”  n
Have a comment? e-mail us at mail@the-scientist.com

Visit www.the-scientist.com  
for more information on this 

year’s respondents, rankings from 
previous years, and a slideshow of 

some of this year’s winners.

Gladstone:
Attentive at the top
tHe secret of tHe J. daVid Glad-
stone institutes’ success – the san francisco institute rated no.1 in our 2008 survey, no. 
2 in 2007, and no. 1 in 2006 – is an attentive postdoctoral advisor, says Matt Hirschey, a 
postdoc at the Gladstone institute of Virology and immunology. “this was the only place i 
came across that sort of position,” says Hirschey of postdoc advisor John leViathan.

aside from the postdoc services, Hirschey says he came to Gladstone for the oppor-
tunity to work with a high caliber of scientists across the three Gladstone institutes. 
Gladstone recently recruited a leader in stem cell research, shinya yamanaka, himself a 
former Gladstone postdoc. “Being around good scientists really elevates your game,” says 
Hirschey. He gets a double dose of expert guidance by working with his mentor as well as 
another investigator at the institute for cardiovascular disease who guides the portion of 
his work that deals with metabolic disease. 

Postdocs aren’t simply molded by their environment at Gladstone. they also help 
shape it. “we’ve been consistent in getting feedback from postdocs,” says leViathan. 
after postdocs told leViathan they wanted more career advice and mentoring, Glad-
stone launched a postdoc alumni website in 2007, which gives outgoing postdocs inside 
contacts within industry and academia. in addition, four times per year, investigators are 
trained to become better mentors. childcare is also a hot topic, and Gladstone is estab-
lishing a childcare subsidy plan for postdocs and researchers.  —Edyta zielinska

Survey Methodology
The Scientist posted a Web-based questionnaire and invited readers of The Scientist and registrants on 
The Scientist web site who identified themselves as non-tenured life scientists working in academia or 
other non-commercial research organizations to respond. We received 3,086 usable responses. We asked 
respondents to assess their working conditions and environments by indicating their level of agreement 
with 44 criteria in 11 different areas. They also indicated which factors were important to them. We 
ranked 82 US institutions and 17 non-US with 5 or more responses.

To calculate an institution’s overall ranking, we first weighted each factor based on the average impor-
tance score. Because several factors that ranked as important in the USA are valued less elsewhere and 
vice versa, we used different factor weightings to rank the two groups of institutions. The overall rankings 
are based on the average score per institution from all respondents on all factors weighted according to 
their regional importance. Detailed information on the survey methodology is available on The Scien-
tist web site at www.the-scientist.com. Our sample of scientists was self-selected, and we have made no 
attempt to standardize the results or to conduct detailed statistical analysis.

The survey was developed and responses were analyzed by AMG Science Publishing (www.
amgpublishing.com) t
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tHe uniVersity of caMBridGe cliMBed to first Place tHis 
year among international institutions, up from 9th last year and 25th in 
2006. one reason for the jump, says oliver Jones, a postdoc in bio-
chemistry and leader of the university’s postdoc society, is the univer-
sity’s new focus on professional training. “if you want to learn some 
new skill there’s usually some way of doing it.” 

about five years ago, the postdoc society began lobbying for career 
support services. in september, 2006, the university responded, hiring 
careers adviser anne forde to guide the approximately 900 postdocs in 
the life sciences. the program hit the ground running. in less than a year, 
forde held approximately 170 one-on-one meetings, numerous work-

Cambridge shoots ahead

The Plant growth room at the University of cambridge

shops to critique resumes, and three seminars a year on topics including 
how to secure funding, jobs in industry, and non-bench career options. 

an emphasis on collaboration and several new facilities are 
also helping expand postdocs’ scientific playground. cambridge’s 
renowned faculty – the university boasts 35 life-science-related nobel 
Prizes – has always attracted young researchers, but a handful of new 
institutes are also raising its profile. a new stem cell research center 
opened in december, 2006, and the institute of Metabolic sciences 
is expected to open this summer. last february, the university com-
pleted a new center for cancer research, which will receive £20 million 
annually in core funding. the university also launched a website to 
help researchers and postdocs seek out cross-disciplinary collabora-
tions. “we’re not only interested in setting up institutes,” says david 
sargan, director of the Graduate school of life sciences, “we’re also 
making sure they cross-fertilize with each other.”  —alla Katsnelson

In academia, scientists go in knowing  
“you’ll have to submit your first proposal, and 

resubmit it and resubmit it. But people stay 
because they really love what they do.”

—Sophie Lasalle, Jackson Laboratories
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